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Is magnetism essential Is magnetism essential 

to life on this planet?to life on this planet?



Deep sea core samplingDeep sea core sampling

indicates it is.indicates it is.



Radiolarians died off completely Radiolarians died off completely 

with each magnetic reversal over with each magnetic reversal over 

the last 6 geological ages.the last 6 geological ages.



An experiment by Valerie Hunt PHD An experiment by Valerie Hunt PHD 

at UCLA involved placing 2 student at UCLA involved placing 2 student 

volunteers in a7volunteers in a7’’x7x7’’x7x7’’ MuMu cage. cage. 

The cage eliminated all magnetic field.The cage eliminated all magnetic field.



Within minutes the students Within minutes the students 

began to weep uncontrollably, statingbegan to weep uncontrollably, stating

they felt they felt ““Like they were falling apartLike they were falling apart””..



Students were removed when they Students were removed when they 

began to show potential heart and began to show potential heart and 

mental problems.mental problems.
Ref. The Infinite Mind, Valerie Hunt, pp 30Ref. The Infinite Mind, Valerie Hunt, pp 30--3838



I constructed a 2I constructed a 2’’x1x1’’x1x1’’ MuMu cage cage 

that eliminated 80% of all that eliminated 80% of all 

magnetic fields in which I placed magnetic fields in which I placed 

six, 3 month old mice.six, 3 month old mice.



Results: All mice went into slow Results: All mice went into slow 

motion in 30 minutes. One died in motion in 30 minutes. One died in 

24 hours. The rest doubled food 24 hours. The rest doubled food 

intake and became very obese.intake and became very obese.
Ref. Ref. BonlieBonlie Paper presented at North American Academy, Magnetic Therapy 199Paper presented at North American Academy, Magnetic Therapy 19988



In Dr. In Dr. GumielGumiel’’ss placebo controlled placebo controlled 

experiments, 23 types of insects were experiments, 23 types of insects were 

placed in 10x the earthplaced in 10x the earth’’s field, they s field, they 

lived 5 times longer. Human tissue lived 5 times longer. Human tissue 

culture cells lived 2 culture cells lived 2 ½½ times longer.times longer.
Ref. Letter Ref. Letter GumielGumiel to to BonlieBonlie Aug 10, 1993 & telephone confirmation. Aug 10, 1993 & telephone confirmation. 



Human research has also shown Human research has also shown 

some benefits of enhanced magnetic some benefits of enhanced magnetic 

fields while sleeping.fields while sleeping.



An independent study conducted by An independent study conducted by 

Norm Norm ShealyShealy M.D. showed M.D. showed anan 80% 80% 

reduction in free radicals after womenreduction in free radicals after women

sleeping all night on a 40x earth sleeping all night on a 40x earth 

magnetic field.magnetic field.



Dr. David Edwards M.D. found in Dr. David Edwards M.D. found in 

a 3 patient pilot study a very significanta 3 patient pilot study a very significant

reduction in arterial plaque in areduction in arterial plaque in a

40x field plus 40x field plus chelationchelation..



The plaque reduction was evaluated The plaque reduction was evaluated 

at UCLA cardio clinic. These patients at UCLA cardio clinic. These patients 

had previous had previous chelationchelation without without 

significant results. The study has now significant results. The study has now 

been enlarged to 14.been enlarged to 14.



3 double blind placebo controlled 3 double blind placebo controlled 

studies treating studies treating fibromyalgiafibromyalgia with with 

10x10x--20x Earth20x Earth’’s field:s field:

A. Cuthbert M.D.A. Cuthbert M.D.

A. A. AlfanoAlfano M.D.M.D.

G. Lewis M.D.G. Lewis M.D.



All 3 studies showed statistical All 3 studies showed statistical 

significant pain reduction and 2 significant pain reduction and 2 

showed significant qualityshowed significant quality

of life improvement.of life improvement.



Two 6 month double blind randomized Two 6 month double blind randomized 

placebo controlled studies are now placebo controlled studies are now 

complete using 6000x the earthcomplete using 6000x the earth’’s s 

magnetic field (3000gauss) on a 13magnetic field (3000gauss) on a 13””

target area of the 80 patients fortarget area of the 80 patients for

120120--140 hrs over 10140 hrs over 10--14 days.14 days.



The first, an 80 subject nerve The first, an 80 subject nerve 

regeneration study on diabetic regeneration study on diabetic 

neuropathy showed a 13.3% increase neuropathy showed a 13.3% increase 

in nerve conduction with a in nerve conduction with a 

32.1% reduction in pain. 32.1% reduction in pain. 



The 2The 2ndnd study, an 80 subject low back study, an 80 subject low back 

pain study showed a 52% reduction pain study showed a 52% reduction 

in pain and 37.5% improvement in pain and 37.5% improvement 

in quality of life score.in quality of life score.
Above studies completed but yet unpublished.Above studies completed but yet unpublished.





Pilot Study of 15 congestive heart Pilot Study of 15 congestive heart 

failure patients show significant failure patients show significant 

Improvement in 12 out of 15 patients Improvement in 12 out of 15 patients 

ranging from 20ranging from 20--100% increase in 100% increase in 

ejection fractions with 2ejection fractions with 2--3 weeks 3 weeks 

MME treatment 10MME treatment 10--12 hours/day.12 hours/day.



Mechanism of action unknown Mechanism of action unknown 

But Lamar formula possible But Lamar formula possible 

rational explanation.rational explanation.
Ref. Kip Fundamentals of Electricity and Magnetism 1969 pp 354Ref. Kip Fundamentals of Electricity and Magnetism 1969 pp 354--352352



Formula WFormula WLL ==
e_ e_ ��
2m    B2m    B

WWLL = angular velocity of electron= angular velocity of electron

e = charge of  the electrone = charge of  the electron

m = mass of the electronm = mass of the electron

= magnetic field vector= magnetic field vector��
BB



By increasing B (magnetic field) you By increasing B (magnetic field) you 

will increase Wwill increase WLL (velocity) leading to (velocity) leading to 

a higher orbital energy state of a higher orbital energy state of 

valance electrons which would valance electrons which would 

enhance electron transfer.enhance electron transfer.

�



Testing at Johns Hopkins Biophysics Testing at Johns Hopkins Biophysics 

Dept. of the M.M.E. type (2500g) Dept. of the M.M.E. type (2500g) 

magnetic field which we supplied magnetic field which we supplied 

resulted in interesting findings.resulted in interesting findings.



1.1. Up regulation and down regulation Up regulation and down regulation 

of gene expression on over 2000 genesof gene expression on over 2000 genes

2.2. Stem cell proliferationStem cell proliferation



This was presented at an internal This was presented at an internal 

science fair presentation at Johns science fair presentation at Johns 

Hopkins University. All of the Hopkins University. All of the 

previous research experiments previous research experiments 

were done with a complementary to were done with a complementary to 

the earths unidirectional magnetic fieldthe earths unidirectional magnetic field



How to enhance the earthHow to enhance the earth’’s magnetic s magnetic 

field in the northern hemisphere: field in the northern hemisphere: 

the field must come from the skythe field must come from the sky

into the earth. (It will be the oppositeinto the earth. (It will be the opposite

in the southern hemisphere)in the southern hemisphere)



Important: Most cellular division Important: Most cellular division 

occurs in the first 3 hours of sleep.occurs in the first 3 hours of sleep.

The direction of the magnetic field The direction of the magnetic field 

going through the body will going through the body will 

determine direction of orbit of the determine direction of orbit of the 

valance electrons of the new valance electrons of the new 

structural cells.structural cells.



According to the Lamar Formula: According to the Lamar Formula: 

If one artificially changes the direction If one artificially changes the direction 

of the magnetic field the valance of the magnetic field the valance 

electrons will slow down, placing electrons will slow down, placing 

them at a lower energy state them at a lower energy state 

which would inhibit electronwhich would inhibit electron

transfer and body clarity.transfer and body clarity.



Our tests show reversing the magneticOur tests show reversing the magnetic

field inhibits metabolism with both field inhibits metabolism with both 

strong and weak strong and weak magneticmagnetic fields. fields. 

It takes about 2 It takes about 2 ½½ months to reorient months to reorient 

the molecular structure to athe molecular structure to a

new direction of magnetic field.new direction of magnetic field.



Most magnetic products sold today are Most magnetic products sold today are 

bipolar, meaning both directions of bipolar, meaning both directions of 

fields are present, setting off an fields are present, setting off an 

emergency response similar to emergency response similar to 

acupuncture.acupuncture.



Good EffectsGood Effects: Increased blood flow, : Increased blood flow, 

increased electrical flow from brain increased electrical flow from brain 

(vitality) (vitality) 

Bad EffectsBad Effects: Drains vitality with : Drains vitality with 

overuse, diverts electrical flow from overuse, diverts electrical flow from 

other areas of bodyother areas of body

BiPolar FieldsBiPolar Fields



Dr. Saul Dr. Saul LissLiss performed experiments performed experiments 

which slowed a which slowed a ¾¾ inch magnet placed inch magnet placed 

on the on the accupointaccupoint on the hand, had the on the hand, had the 

same hormonal effect as acupuncture same hormonal effect as acupuncture 

of that point.of that point.



Hormonal effect in blood levelsHormonal effect in blood levels

45% increase 45% increase -- Beta endorphinsBeta endorphins

24% increase 24% increase -- SerotoninSerotonin

15% increase 15% increase -- ActhActh

12% reduction 12% reduction -- CortisolCortisol

All indicating an emergency response.All indicating an emergency response.
Ref. Paper Presented at North American Academy Magnet TherapyRef. Paper Presented at North American Academy Magnet Therapy



Dr. Ron Lawrence and I have both Dr. Ron Lawrence and I have both 

shown increased blood and electrical shown increased blood and electrical 

flow to the area around a magnet flow to the area around a magnet 

placed on the body.placed on the body.



UniDirectionalUniDirectional Field (can be engineered)Field (can be engineered)



The earthThe earth’’s magnetic field is s magnetic field is 

decreasing. NASA announced in decreasing. NASA announced in 

September of 2005 that theSeptember of 2005 that the

EarthEarth’’s magnetic field would be zero s magnetic field would be zero 

within 800 years, indeed it has within 800 years, indeed it has 

already started.already started.



Conclusion: Live longer and healthier Conclusion: Live longer and healthier 

with an enhanced earth type magnetic with an enhanced earth type magnetic 

field. Use bipolar magnetic fields for field. Use bipolar magnetic fields for 

short term treatment only. Realize short term treatment only. Realize 

the great potential in powerful the great potential in powerful 

unidirectional magnetic fields.unidirectional magnetic fields.


